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With the launch of innovation schemes by MHRD and National Innovation Council, the University 

of Delhi felt that innovation programmes be launched which should enhance creative potential of 

students , have innovative curriculum,are more project oriented & tailored to the need of society & 

industry. So University of Delhi established the CLUSTER INNOVATION CENTRE in 2011 & 

introduced innovation as credit based course for the first time in India. 

 

We had an opportunity to visit this campus in the course of an educational trip .We started our 

journey from our college at 9:30am on 11th october, 2018 and reached by 11:00 am. There was a 

moment  of hush and excitement as the students cross the entry gate of CIC. 

 

We got a very warm welcome by Prof. Shobha Bagai. Firstly she asked us to settle down in the 

seminar room. After that she told us about the establishment, objective & aim of CIC. She also told 

us that CIC offer many other courses other than B.Tech like BA in Humanities and Social Sciences 

& M.sc in Mathematics. 

 

The main aim of our visit to CIC was to emphasize the innovative projects and summer internship 

programmes. Luckily, that day CIC's student had their presentation of summer internship projects. 

So we got better opportunity to witness. There were 24 projects, we analysed all those projects one-

by-one. All were really interesting. Some of them I liked the most were Radiant warmer, 

Unmanned ground vehicle and Medical image segmenation. The aim of all such 

projects was to enable students to relate themselves to the real world problems in all spheres and 

look for innovative solution for the problems. 

 

After analysing all the projects we move towards the seminar hall of ROBOTICS society i.e. 

AUTONOMI. Autonomi is a student driven society which gives freedom to every member to break 

the shackles of stereotype thought process and dwell a sense of ' out of box' thinking. The hunger to 

automate & innovate anything and everything around has been the driving force. 

 

The representators of Autonomi told us that in past 3 years, the society organised 30+ workshops & 

talks and won 7+ competitions. They presented many of their projects like Line follower robot, 

Quadcopter, Transporter bot, Belt for blind, Spotter snake, Home automation 

system.  
 

Lastly, Akshita Goyal of  B.Sc. (Physical Sc.) III sem. Gave the vote of thanks to  Prof. Shobha 

Bagai And CIC's students for such wonderful trip.  



An informative talk on `Cyber Security’ was organized by the Department of Computer Science 

for the students of Maitreyi College on Thursday, 27th September 2018 in the Seminar Hall of the 

College.  

Our esteemed speaker, Dr. Sushila Madan, Associate Professor of Lady Shri Ram College for 

Women  delivered  a very informative talk and presented astonishing facts about  the misuse of 

information technology and highlighted the possible hazards caused by the use of Social Media. 

She informed that we have more than 462 million Internet users alone in our country as per the 

statistics of January 2018. She alerted all the students active on Social Media, addressing them as 

Netizens.  She also advised them to stay safe from Cyber stalking, cyber bullying and other Cyber 

crimes that include all criminal offences including spoofing, pornography, credit/debit card fraud, 

net extortion, phishing, cyber stalking, cyber defamation, Virus dissemination etc.  which are 

committed with the aid of communication devices in a network.  Business rivals or other rivals 

may cause financial  loss or mental harassment through the Internet, the telephone line or the 

mobile network. She explained that there is hardly anyone spared as everyone from white collar 

persons to terrorist organisations are using internet and monetary transactions are also being 

carried out through internet only.  

She gave a recent example white explaining these frauds i.e. Salami Attack, wherein the criminal 

deducts negligible amount like 2-3  rupees from various accounts of a particular bank. This amount 

doers not get noticed by individual customers and normally they don’t approach the bank for the 

same but the criminal deducting 2-3 rupees from various customers transfer a huge amount to his 

account. Another example was Nigerian 4-1-9 scam. Under this scam, mail was sent to various 

professionals, businessmen and other people inviting them to share their respective bank details 

with this team of cyber hackers so that the latter can transfer a huge amount received from his dead 

relatives. To claim this his share of money, he needs to bribe government officials of Nigeria. He 

used to convince that the victim’s account has been chosen randomly.  

Another example was TCP attack wherein if an attacker learns the associated TCP state for the 

connection, then the connection can be hijacked!. Attacker can insert malicious data into the TCP 

stream, and the recipient will believe it came from the original source. Ex. Instead of downloading 

and running new program, you download a virus and execute it 

 

She summed up her whole conversation in two beautiful two phrases : 

`Whatever happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas 

but what happens on Twitter stays on Google forever’ 

 

`Gadgets help the solo not the soul’ 



 

 

Incident Response Help Desk 

Phone: 1800 11 4949 

FAX:    1800 11 6969 

e-mail: incident at cert-in.org.in 

http://www.cert-in.org.in 

 

 

 

 



A spreadsheet handling workshop was organized by the Department of Computer Science,            
Maitreyi college under the aegis of IQAC. The workshop spanned three days from 22 to 24 May                 
2019. The participants were the B.A (P) Hindi students. Total 20 students participated. Each day               
of the workshop had a theory session followed by a hands-on session. The participants were               
given certificates on successful completion of the workshop. There were three resource persons             
(Dr. Manju Bhardwaj, Dr. Veena Ghuriani and Ms. Shikha Badhani) and two assisted resource              
persons (Dr. Pratibha Arora and Ms. Rupali Ahuja).  
The feedback taken from students revealed that the students were happy with the organization              
and content of the workshop. 
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